Client Path To Stable Housing With Supports As Needed

**Interim Solutions**

- Living alone or with a partner
- Living with Family
- New to Community
- In adolescence/early adult transition

**Crisis or Chronic Condition**

- Transitional Housing & Supports
  - Hospital Stay
  - Middle-class housing no supports
  - Middle-class housing with supports
  - Unsupported but housed in low-end market
  - Homeless Emergency Shelter
  - Couch surfing or unstable room renting
  - HSC or Habitat boarding home
  - Private apartment renting with supports & rent supplement
  - Dedicated Supported Housing
- Alternative Social Housing
- Regular Social Housing

**Crisis or Service Limits or Queuing or Changing needs Triggering Different Solution or Response**

**Long Term Solutions**

- Housing
  - Middle-class housing (rental or ownership)
  - Low-end rental
  - Private Apartment rental with rent supplement
  - Dedicated Supported housing
  - Alternative Social Housing
  - Crisis or Need for Higher Supports
- Supports
  - Stable with Low-Supports
  - Stable with high-supports
  - Stable with supports declining or phasing out
  - Crisis or Need for Higher Supports
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